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ABSTRACT:	Supramolecular	block	copolymerzation	with	optically	or	electronically	complementary	monomers	provides	an	attrac-
tive	bottom-up	approach	for	the	non-covalent	synthesis	of	nascent	axial	organic	heterostructures,	which	promises	to	deliver	useful	
applications	in	energy	conversion,	optoelectronics,	and	catalysis.	However,	the	synthesis	of	supramolecular	block	copolymers	(BCPs)	
constitutes	a	significant	challenge	due	to	the	exchange	dynamics	of	non-covalently	bound	monomers	and	hence	requirs	a	fine	mi-
crostructure	control.	Furthermore,	temporal	stability	of	the	segmented	microstructure	is	a	prerequisite	to	explore	the	applications	
of	functional	supramolecular	BCPs.	Herein,	we	report	the	cooperative	supramolecular	block	copolymerization	of	fluorescent	mono-
mers	in	solution	under	thermodynamic	control,	for	the	synthesis	of	axial	organic	heterostructures	with	light-harvesting	property.	
The	fluorescent	nature	of	the	core-substituted	naphthalene	diimide	(cNDI)	monomers	enables	a	detailed	spectroscopic	probing	dur-
ing	the	supramolecular	block	copolymerization	process	to	unravel	a	nucleation-growth	mechanism,	similar	to	that	of	chain	copoly-
merization	for	covalent	block	copolymers.	Structured	Illumination	Microscopy	(SIM)	imaging	of	BCP	chains	characterizes	the	seg-
mented	microstructure	and	also	allows	size	distribution	analysis	to	reveal	the	narrow	polydispersity	(polydispersity	index	(PDI)	~	
1.1)	for	the	individual	block	segments.	Spectrally-resolved	fluorescence	microscopy	on	single	block	copolymerized	organic	hetero-
structures	shows	energy	migration	and	light-harvesting	across	the	interfaces	of	linearly	connected	segments.	Molecular	dynamics	
and	metadynamics	simulations	provide	useful	mechanistic	insights	into	the	free-energy	of	interaction	between	the	monomers	as	
well	as	into	monomer	exchange	mechanisms	and	dynamics,	which	have	a	crucial	impact	on	determining	the	copolymer	microstruc-
ture.	Our	comprehensive	spectroscopic,	microscopic	and	computational	analysis	provide	an	unambiguous	structural,	dynamic	and	
functional	characterization	of	the	supramolecular	BCPs.	The	strategy	presented	here	is	expected	to	pave	the	way	for	the	synthesis	
of	multi-component	organic	heterostructures	for	various	functions.			

Introduction 

The	field	of	supramolecular	polymers	have	emerged	as	an	im-
portant	research	topic	over	the	last	two	decades	for	the	reali-
zation	of	ordered,	nanostructured	materials	with	adaptive	and	
reversible	 functions.1	 Synthesis	 of	 supramolecular	 copoly-
mers,2	 having	multiple	monomeric	 components,	 with	micro-
structural	 control	 is	 considered	 as	 the	 ensuing	 level	 of	 com-
plexity	to	be	addressed	for	the	design	of	next	generation	func-
tional	 supramolecular	materials	such	as	organic	heterostruc-
tures	with	nanoscale	axial	heterojunctions	or	nanostructures	
with	reconfigurable	monomer	sequence	for	efficient	functional	
output.3	Although	several	synthetic	strategies	are	available	to	
tailor	the	monomer	sequence	in	covalent	copolymers4,	the	mi-
crostructure	 control	 in	 supramolecular	 copolymers	has	been	
mostly	 limited	 to	 alternate5,	 statistical2a,6,	 and	 periodic	 ar-
rangements7	of	monomers	due	to	the	labile	nature	of	its	con-
stituent	monomers	held	by	non-covalent	 interactions.	On	the	
other	 hand,	 supramolecular	 block	 copolymers	 (BCPs)1b,2a,b	
with	segmented	microstructure	containing	 long	sequences	of	

individual	monomers	would	be	the	most	functional	and	appeal-
ing	architecture	and	has	been	considered	as	a	holy	grail	for	su-
pramolecular	chemists	due	to	the	monomer	dynamics	and	dif-
ficulty	in	characterizing	such	structures.2a	

In	a	pioneering	work,	Manners	and	co-workers	have	
demonstrated	supramolecular	BCP	structures	from	self-assem-
bled	 cylindrical	micelles	 of	 kinetically	 inert,	 poly(ferrocenyl-
dimethylsilane)	(PFS)-core	containing	block	copolymers,	using	
a	crystallization-driven	self-assembly	(CDSA)	approach.8	This	
living	crystallization	methodology	allowed	the	uniform	epitax-
ial	growth	on	kinetically	stable	seeds,	by	the	sequential	addi-
tion	of	soluble	macromolecular	monomers	to	construct	a	pleth-
ora	of	block	copolymer	architectures.9		However,	supramolec-
ular	copolymerization	of	low	molecular	weight	monomers	has	
been	a	significant	challenge	due	to	the	fast	exchange	of	mono-
mers	 during	 the	 non-covalent	 synthesis	 and	 are	 seldom	 re-
ported.10	 In	 an	 early	 attempt,	 Aida	 and	 co-workers	 have	
demonstrated	the	seeded	growth	of	hexabenzocoronene	(HBC)	
derived	amphiphilic	monomers	on	kinetically	stable	stacks	of	
electronically	 complementary	 HBC	monomers	 to	 accomplish	
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supramolecular	 tri-block	 nanostructures.11	 Similarly,	
Takeuchi,	Sugiyasu	and	co-workers	have	achieved	supramolec-
ular	BCPs	via	seeded	growth	of	porphyrin	monomers	using	a	
solvent-mixing	 protocol,12	 in	 a	 procedure	 analogous	 to	 the	
CDSA	for	polymeric	micelles.8,9	To	introduce	an	additional		ki-
netic	control	for	the	synthesis	of	well-defined	segmented	mi-
crostructures,	Würthner	and	co-workers	have	demonstrated	a	
seed-induced	 living	 supramolecular	 polymerization	
(LSP)2b,13,14	approach	for	the	BCP	synthesis	of	core	substituted	
perylenediimide	monomers.15	Well-defined	triblock	supramo-
lecular	polymer	architectures	were	made	under	kinetic	control	
by	introducing	metastable	states	of	one	of	the	monomer	to	the	
seeds	of	another.	In	a	similar	kinetically	controlled	approach,	
we	have	recently	reported	supramolecular	BCPs	of	fluorescent	
cNDI16	 monomers	 via	 heterogeneous	 nucleation	 triggered	
seeded	supramolecular	polymerization.17	Seeded	LSP	process	
under	kinetic	control,	is	analogous	to	the	well-established	liv-
ing	polymerization	techniques18	 for	 the	synthesis	of	covalent	
BCPs4	and	hence	has	the	potential	for	better	structural	control	
if	the	monomer	exchange	dynamics	can	be	retarded.		

Another	 synthetic	 approach	 to	 realize	 the	 covalent	
block	 copolymers	 is	 via	 chain-growth	 copolymerization	 by	
modulating	 the	 reactivity	 ratio	 of	 the	 constituting	 mono-
mers2a,19,	although	dispersity	control	is	compromised	to	a	cer-
tain	 extent	 compared	 to	 the	 living	polymerization	 strategies.	
An	equivalent	non-covalent	synthetic	method	would	be	a	coop-
erative	or	nucleation-elongation	growth	supramolecular	copol-
ymerization	 under	 thermodynamic	 conditions.1a,20	 However,	
thermodynamically	controlled	cooperative	supramolecular	co-
polymerization	often	resulted	in	statistical,6	periodic	or	gradi-
ent21	microstructures	rather	than	the	desired	block	organiza-
tion	of	the	monomers,	due	to	the	lack	of	fine-tuning	in	the	free	
energy	of	hetero-	versus	homo-monomeric	interactions	which	
determines	the	reactivity	ratio.2a	In	a	unique	manifestation	of	
supramolecular	block	copolymerization	under	thermodynamic	
control,	recently	Meijer	and	co-workers	obtained	supramolec-
ular	BCPs22	by	utilizing	a	balanced	mismatch	penalty	and	coop-
erativity	difference	between	the	two	triarylamine	based	mon-
omers.23	This	synthetic	strategy	for	supramolecular	BCPs	could	
result	 in	 stable	 segmented	 microstructures2a	 and	 hence	 are	
ideally	suited	for	exploring	various	applications.		

We	envisage	that	supramolecular	block-copolymeri-
zation	of	organic	chromophoric	monomers	with	complemen-
tary		optical	or	electronic	properties	would	provide	an	attrac-
tive	bottom-up	strategy	for	the	synthesis	of	axial	heterostruc-
tures	with	designed	interfaces	and	anisotropic	energy	or	elec-
tron	transport	properties24	potentially	useful	in	photovoltaics,	
energy	 conversion	 and	 supramolecular	 electronics.3,25	 Alt-
hough	 inorganic	 axial	 heterostructures	 with	 two	 dissimilar	
semi-conducting	components	are	well	exploited,26	the	synthe-
sis	of	analogous	organic	heterostructures	with	 linear	hetero-
junctions	has	been	a	substantial	challenge.	In	a	seminal	work,	
Aida	and	co-workers	have	shown	enhanced	energy	transport	
across	the	linear	p-n	heterojunctions	of	HBC	derived	supramo-

lecular	BCPs.11a	 Although	Manners	 and	 co-workers	 have	 ele-
gantly	shown	an	efficient	exciton	transport	through	semi-con-
ducting	 cores27	 and	 color	 tunable	 fluorescent	 multi-block	
nanostructures,28	 in	 supramolecular	 block	 micelles,	 the	
transport	properties	through	the	linear	heterojunctions	are	not	
yet	 investigated.	 	This	scenario	encouraged	us	to	explore	the	
energy-transport	properties	along	the	axial	heterostructures	at	
the	nanoscale,	by	the	synthesis	of	supramolecular	BCPs	of	π-
conjugated	monomers	with	complementary	optical	properties.	

Herein	we	report	the	thermodynamically	controlled,	
solution-phase	 synthesis	 of	 supramolecular	 BCPs	 of	 fluores-
cent	cNDI	donor	and	acceptor	monomers	which	have	optical	
complementarity,	 to	 facilitate	 the	 energy	 transfer	 process	
along	the	resultant	organic	heterostructures.	Through	a	com-
prehensive	 spectroscopic,	 computational	 and	 microscopic	
techniques,	we	unambiguously	demonstrate	the	structural	and	
functional	characteristics	of	these	fluorescent,	multi-block	ar-
chitectures.				

Results and Discussion	
Molecular	design		

Supramolecular	block	copolymerization	in	solution	under	ther-
modynamic	 control	 requires	 two	 structurally	 similar	 mono-
mers	with	a	cooperative,	nucleation-elongation	growth	mecha-
nism	 of	 homopolymerization.20,22	 In	 order	 to	 minimize	 the	
structural	 mismatch	 between	 the	 monomers,	 we	 have	 used	
cNDI	derivatives	as	the	monomers,	since	its		HOMO-LUMO	en-
ergy	levels	and	the	resultant	optoelectronic	properties	can	be	
modulated	by	 the	simple	core-substitution	with	heteroatoms	
having	varying	donor	strengths.16	In	the	present	study,	we	have	
used	ethoxy	(-OEt)	and	pentanethiol	(-SC5H11)	cNDI	derivatives	
(Figure	 1a),	 which	 would	 render	 green	 and	 red	 fluorescent	
monomers,	respectively	that	helps	to	characterize	the	resultant	
supramolecular	copolymer	via	spectroscopic	probing	and	fluo-
rescence	microscopic	visualization.	Further,	we	envisage	that	
the	Förster	Resonance	Energy	Transfer	(FRET)	between	green	
and	red	monomers	can	be	used	to	impart	functional	character-
istics	to	resulting	BCPs	as	light-harvesting	axial	organic	heter-
ostructures	(Figure	1b).	To	facilitate	a	hydrogen-bonded	coop-
erative	supramolecular	polymerization	we	have	attached	 the	
cNDI	π-conjugated	derivatives	to	chiral	(S,S)-trans-1,2-bis(am-
ido)-cyclohexane	motif	and	the	resultant	bischromophoric	de-
rivatives	 (SS-dithiol	 and	SS-diOEt)	 are	 expected	 to	 grow	by	
following	a	nucleation-elongation	mechanism	(Figure	1a).29	In	
addition,	the	chiral	diaminocyclohexane	cores	are	known	to	in-
duce	 chirality	during	 the	 self-assembly	 to	 aid	 the	 chiroptical	
probing	 of	 the	 supramolecular	 copolymerization	 process.29b	
SS-dithiol	 and	 SS-diOEt29b	 monomers	 were	 synthesized	
(Schemes	S1	and	S2)	and	well	characterized.			
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Figure	1.	Molecular	structures	and	supramolecular	homopolymerization:	(a)	Molecular	structures	of	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	
monomers	along	with	its	schematic.	(b)	Schematic	representation	of	light-harvesting	axial	organic	heterostructures	(supramolecular	
BCP)	with	green-red-green	segmented	microstructure.	Normalized	(c)	absorption	and	(d)	emission	spectra	of	SS-diOEt	(λex	=	430	
nm)	and	SS-dithiol	(λex	=	530	nm)	homopolymers	showing	distinct	absorption	and	emission	profiles.	SIM	images	of	(e)	green	(green	
channel)	and	(f)	red	(red	channel)	fluorescent	1D	supramolecular	homopolymers	for	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol,	respectively.	(g)	Cool-
ing	curve	depicting	the	supramolecular	homopolymerization	of	SS-dithiol	monomers	obtained	by	monitoring	the	CD	changes	at	548	
nm.	The	non-linear	curve	fits	well	with	a	nucleation-elongation	model	(black	solid	line).	The	black	arrow	indicates	the	direction	of	
cooling.	(h)	Time-dependent	degree	of	aggregation	(α)	displaying	the	transition	from	the	metastable	state	to	supramolecular	homo-
polymers	of	SS-diOEt	obtained	by	monitoring	the	absorbance	change	at	370	nm,	which	could	be	fitted	(black	solid	line)	to	an	auto-
catalytic	 nucleation-elongation	 growth	model.	 (i)	 Dimerization/binding	 free-energies	 for	 the	 SS-diOEt/SS-diOEt,	 SS-diOEt/SS-
dithiol,	and	SS-dithiol/SS-dithiol	 interactions.	(j)	Schematic	representation	and	characteristic	timescales	(tCG)	 for	the	exchange	
steps	involved	in	the	process	of	monomer	exchange	from	the	fiber	tips	in	both	SS-diOEt	(top)	and	SS-dithiol	(bottom)	supramolec-
ular	stacks.	Monomer	exchange	steps:	(1)	the	monomer	on	the	tip,	starting	from	an	open/stacked	state	(left),	closes	in	“sandwich	
conformation”	(middle),	and	(2)	from	such	closed	conformation	exchanges	with	the	solution	(right).	([SS-diOEt]	=	[SS-dithiol]	=	
2.5×10-5	M,	TCE/MCH,	25/75	(v/v),	 l	=	10	mm,	cooling	rate	 is	1	K/min,	(green	channel:	λex	=	488	nm,	λcoll	=	495–575	nm),	(red	
channel:		λex	=	561	nm,	λcoll	=	570–650	nm)),	The	homopolymers	of	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	were	prepared	following	Protocol	I	in	
experimental	procedures.		

	

Mechanistic	 investigation	 of	 supramolecular	 homopoly-
merization	

Both	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	monomers	remain	in	its	mono-
meric	state	in	1,1’,2,2’-tetrachloroethane	(TCE)	(Figure	S1	and	
S5).	Supramolecular	homopolymerization	of	these	monomers	
was	performed	in	methylcyclohexane	(MCH)/TCE	solvent	mix-
tures	(TCE/MCH,	40/60	(v/v)	to	TCE/MCH,	25/75	(v/v)).	Sam-
ples	were	 prepared	 by	 annealing	 the	 solutions	 of	 respective	
monomers	in	appropriate	solvent	mixtures	to	363	K	followed	
by	cooling	to	298	K	a	ramping	rate	of	1	K/min,	and	the	degree	

of	 aggregation	 (α)	was	monitored	at	 corresponding	aggrega-
tion	spectral	features.	Combination	of	absorption,	circular	di-
chroism	and	steady	state	and	time	resolved	fluorescence	spec-
troscopic	 studies	 revealed	 a	 J-type	 slipped	 organization	 of	
chromophores	 in	 the	 supramolecular	 homopolymers	 (Figure	
S1-S5).	Distinct	 absorption	 (Figure	 1c)	 and	 emission	 (Figure	
1d)	spectral	features	of	stacked	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	mon-
omers	facilitate	the	independent	probing	of	monomers	during	
the	supramolecular	copolymerization	process	(vide	infra).	The	
green	(λmax	=	505	nm)	and	red	(λmax	=	575	nm)	emission	of	the	
SS-diOEt	 and	SS-dithiol	homopolymers	 (Figures	1c	and	1d),	
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respectively	enabled	its	orthogonal	visualization	through	SIM,	
as	green	(Figure	1e	and	S5)	and	red-emitting	(Figure	1f	and	S6)	
supramolecular	polymers.	Whereas	SS-dithiol	gets	excited	at	
both	green	(λex	=	488	nm)	and	red	(λex	=	561	nm)	(Figure	S7c	
and	7d),	SS-diOEt	(Figure	S7a	and	7b)	selectively	gets	excited	
at	the	green,	facilitating	the	visualization	of	supramolecular	co-
polymers	with	different	microstructure	(vide	infra).		

The	 cooling	 curve	obtained	by	monitoring	 the	 tem-
perature	dependent	CD	signal	changes	at	548	nm	(Figure	S8)	
for	the	SS-dithiol	monomers	(c	=	2.5×10-5	M,	TCE/MCH,	25/75	
(v/v))	showed	a	non-linear	curve,	which	could	be	fitted	to	a		nu-
cleation-elongation	model	with	an	elongation	temperature	(Te)	
of	323	K	 (Figure	1g	and	S10).30	On	 the	other	hand,	SS-diOEt	
monomers	in	the	same	solvent	composition	(2.5×10-5	M)	while	
cooling	from	its	monomeric	solution	at	high	temperature	(Fig-
ure	S9)	to	298	K	gets	trapped	in	a	metastable	state	(Figure	S11a	
and	 S12).	However,	 the	metastable	 state	 gradually	 gets	 con-
verted	into	a	thermodynamically	stable	supramolecular	poly-
mer,	as	evident	from	the	time-dependent	absorption	changes	
at	370	nm	(Figure	1h	and	S11b).	Since	the	CD	signal	of	SS-diOEt	
is	contaminated	with	linear	dichroism	(LD),	the	corresponding	
changes	in	absorption	was	probed	to	follow	the	self-assembly.	
Interestingly,	 the	 obtained	 kinetic	 data	 could	 be	 well-fitted	
with	an	autocatalytic	Watzky	and	Finke31	model	suggesting	the	
presence	of	nucleation-elongation	growth	mechanism,	for	SS-
diOEt	monomers	(Figure	1h).		

Stability	and	monomer	exchange	dynamics	in	supramolec-
ular	homopolymers	from	molecular	simulations	

In	 silico	 investigations	 based	 on	 high-resolution	 molecular	
models	are	important	to	rationalize	the	experimental	findings,	
offering	a	detailed	insight	into	the	structural	and	dynamic	be-
havior	of	supramolecular	polymers.32	Recently,	a	combination	
of	metadynamics	simulations	and	fine	coarse-grained	models	
allowed	to	study	monomer	exchange	events	that	occur	within	
and	in/out	of	the	dynamic	supramolecular	polymers	at	submo-
lecular	resolution.33	We	exploited	a	similar	approach	here	 to	
explore	 the	 relative	 stabilities,	 and	 intrinsic	 dynamics	 of	SS-
dithiol	and	SS-diOEt	supramolecular	homopolymers.	first,	we	
developed	all	atom	(AA)	and	coarse-grained	(CG)	models	 for	
both	 SS-dithiol	 and	 SS-diOEt	 monomers	 (Figure	 34)	 as	 re-
cently	 done	 for	 similar	 self-assembling	monomers,17a	 the	 CG	
models	for	the	systems	were	developed	based	on	the	MARTINI	
CG	force	field34	and	have	been	further	refined	in	order	to	repro-
duce	the	correct	behavior	of	the	monomers	in	the	solvent	(cy-
clohexane)	seen	in	the	AA	models	(Section	C.1.	supporting	in-
formation).32b	Using	these	CG	models,	we	studied	the	dimeriza-
tion	free-energies	(Section	C.4.	supporting	information)	associ-
ated	 with	 the	 SS-diOEt/SS-diOEt,	 SS-dithiol/SS-diOEt,	 and	
SS-dithiol/SS-dithiol	 interaction	 in	 cyclohexane	 (Figure	 1i:	
green-green,	green-red	and	red-red	dimerization	∆G	values,	re-
spectively)	 employing	 Well-tempered	 Metadynamics	 (WT-
MetaD)35	 simulations.	The	obtained	∆G	data	showed	that	 the	
most	stable	interaction	is	that	of	the	SS-diOEt	homodimer,	fol-
lowed	 by	 the	 SS-dithiol/SS-diOEt	 heterodimer	 and	 the	 SS-
dithiol	 homodimer.	 This	 information	 is	 useful	 to	 rationalize	

the	 tendency	 to	monomer	mixing	during	 the	 supramolecular	
co-polymerization	process	or	following	to	monomer	exchange	
in/out	the	supramolecular	polymers.		

We	 then	 built	 two	 CG	 models	 of	 pre-formed	 SS-
dithiol	or	SS-diOEt	supramolecular	stacks	(fibers)	composed	
of	40	initially	extended	stacked	monomers	(Figure	1j).	These	
CG	 fiber	models	 have	 been	 pre-equilibrated	 using	molecular	
dynamics	 (MD)	 simulations	 (Section	 c.2.	 supporting	 infor-
mation).	We	 then	 performed	multiple	 infrequent	WT-MetaD	
simulations	biasing	the	unbinding	and	exchange	of	a	monomer	
from	the	fiber	tip	 into	the	cyclohexane	solvent.	We	could	ob-
serve	that	in	both	systems	the	exchange	event	is	characterized	
by	two	steps:	(1)	the	monomer	closes-up	in	a	“sandwich”	con-
formation	and	(2)	from	such	closed	state,	this	is	released	into	
the	solvent	 (Section	C.5.	 supporting	 information).33	We	sepa-
rately	characterized	step	1	(closing	and	opening	of	the	tip	mon-
omer)	and	step	2	(release	of	a	closed	monomer	into	the	solu-
tion)	using	infrequent	MetaD	simulations.	The	obtained	transi-
tion/exchange	timescales	for	steps	(1)	and	(2)	allowed	us	to	re-
construct	 in	a	 reliable	way	 the	kinetics	 for	 the	monomer	ex-
change.33	We	obtain,	for	example,	information	on	the	character-
istic	residence	times	for	the	monomers	on	the	fibers	tips	(Fig-
ure	1j:	tCG).	Although	such	exchange	timescales	are	qualitative	
(obtained	 from	 CG	models),	 these	 are	 nonetheless	 useful	 to	
compare	the	relative	dynamics	of	the	two	fibers.	In	particular,	
exchange	step	(2)	is	found	slower	(less	likely)	in	SS-diOEt	(tCG	
~1.2	×	10-1	s)	than	in	SS-dithiol	(tCG~2.4×10-4	s).	Conversely,	
exchange	step	1	is	found	faster	in	the	SS-diOEt	(closing/open-
ing	timescales,	tclose/topen,	in	the	order	of	~10-8/10-7	s)	than	in	
the	 SS-dithiol	 (tclose/topen	 in	 the	 order	 of	 ~10-6/10-5	 s).	 The	
slower	 monomer	 exchange	 kinetics	 with	 the	 solvent	 of	 SS-
diOEt	is	in	line	with	the	higher	SS-diOEt-SS-diOEt	interaction	
energies	reported	in	Figure	1i.	

In	general,	in	these	stacks	the	closure	into	the	“sand-
wich”	conformation	of	the	monomers	at	the	fibers	end	appears	
to	be	faster	than	the	opening,	suggesting	that	statistically	the	
tips	of	these	stacks	are	intrinsically	more	disordered	compared	
to	the	perfectly	organized	monomers	expected	in	the	fiber	bulk.	
In	fact,	monomers	closure	along	the	fibers	introduces	defects	
in	these	stacks.	Such	defects	are	known	to	be	important	for	the	
exchange	of	monomers	and	overall	for	the	dynamics	of	the	as-
sembly.33,32b,36	Analysis	of	the	solvent	exposure	of	the	individ-
ual	monomers	and	of	the	level	of	order	in	these	stacks	shows	
that	along	the	SS-diOEt	fiber		more	defects	are	present	with	re-
spect	 to	SS-dithiol	 fiber	 (Figure	 S35).	 This	 is	 interesting,	 as	
such	defects	constitute	hot	spots	from	which	monomers	can	ex-
change	in/out	the	stacks,32c,33,36	which	can	lead	to	the	dynamic	
mixing	of	monomers.	The	higher	tendency	of	SS-diOEt	fiber	to	
be	in	disordered	state	compared	to	SS-dithiol,	is	in	agreement	
with	 the	 experimental	 observation	 of	 the	 entrapment	 of	SS-
diOEt	monomers	into	local	minimum	metastable	(disordered)	
states	 during	 its	 temperature-dependent	 homo-polymeriza-
tion	 process.	 On	 the	 other	 hand,	 the	 faster	 dynamics	 of	 SS-
dithiol	 assemblies	may	 enable	 them	 to	 reach	 the	 thermody-
namic	equilibrium	in	a	more	facile	way	compared	to	SS-diOEt	
as	observed	in	the	experiment.	
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Figure	2.	Cooperative	Supramolecular	Block	Copolymerization:	(a)	Schematic	illustration	of	the	supramolecular	block	copoly-
merization	process,	by	cooling	down	a	mixture	of	monomers	from	high	temperature	under	thermodynamic	control.		“X”	represents	
the	Te	of	SS-dithiol	at	a	particular	concentration	which	triggers	the	heterogeneous	nucleation	of	SS-diOEt	in	SS-dithiol	seeds.	Tem-
perature-dependent	degree	of	aggregation	(1	K/min	cooling	rate)	obtained	by	probing	the	emission	changes	at	(b)	490	nm	for	SS-
diOEt	(λex	=	430	nm)	and	(c)	570	nm	for	SS-dithiol	(λex	=	530	nm),	of	both	homopolymers	and	BCP,	which	shows	that	SS-diOEt	and	
SS-dithiol	elongates	at	the	same	temperature	confirming	a	co-assembly	process.	The	elongation	temperature	(Te)	of	the	m0nomeric	
mixture	matches	well	with	that	of	pure	SS-dithiol.		The	black	arrow	in	the	figures	indicates	the	elongation	temperature	(Te)	in	a	two-
step	nucleation	elongation	process.	(d)	Plot	of	Te	of	the	co-assembled	solution	against	varying	SS-dithiol	concentration	while	keep-
ing	SS-diOEt	concentration	constant.	(e)	Plot	of		Te	against	different	SS-dithiol:SS-diOEt	molar	ratio	with	a	fixed	total	concentration	
at	3×10-5	M.	Green	dots	and	red	dots	in	figures	(d)	and	(e)	corresponds	to	the	Te	obtained	by	monitoring	the	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	
spectral	features,	respectively.		(f)	SIM	microscopy	image	of	the	co-assembled	solution	of	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	contains	alternat-
ing	green,	red	emitting	fibers	which	depicts	formation	of	supramolecular	BCPs.	Corresponding	intensity	profile	of	the	fibers	in	green,	
red,	and	merged	channel	illustrates	that	the	green	and	red	emission	does	not	overlay	with	each	other’s.	The	white	oval	shapes	rep-
resent	the	fibers	from	where	the	intensity	profiles	were	extracted.	([SS-diOEt]	=	[SS-dithiol]	=	2.5×10-5	M,	TCE/MCH,	25/75	(v/v),	
l	=	10	mm,	(green	channel:	λex	=	488	nm,	λcoll	=	495–575	nm),	(red	channel:		λex	=	561	nm,	λcoll	=	570–650	nm)).	
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Supramolecular	block	copolymerization	under	thermody-
namic	control	

Having	investigated	the	mechanistic	aspects	of	supramolecular	
homopolymerization	of	 both	SS-dithiol	 and	SS-diOEt	mono-
mers,	we	next	attempted	the	supramolecular	block	copolymer-
ization	process	to	construct	the	axial	organic	heterostructures.	
In	 general,	 experimentally	 we	 could	 observe	 that	 SS-dithiol	
forms	stable	supramolecular	homopolymers	under	thermody-
namic	conditions	(Figure	1g)	while	SS-diOEt	 tends	fall	 into	a	
kinetically	 trapped	 metastable	 phase	 (Figure	 S11a)	 prior	 to	
time-dependent	supramolecular	homopolymerization	process	
(Figure	 1h).	 Thus,	 first	 we	 attempted	 the	 heterogeneous	
seeded	 supramolecular	 polymerization	 under	 kinetic	 control	
to	construct	multi-component	block	topology.15	However,	 the	
introduction	of	SS-dithiol	seeds	into	the	metastable	state	of	SS-
diOEt	(Figure	S13)	does	not	 trigger	an	 immediate	growth	of	
later,	which	ruled	out	the	possibility	of	heterogeneous	nuclea-
tion	process	of	the	monomers	under	kinetic	control.	We	specu-
late	this	could	be	due	to	the	slower	dynamics	(at	room	temper-
ature)	of	SS-diOEt	monomers	and	to	their	higher	free-energy	
of	monomer-monomer	 interactions	 compared	 to	 that	 of	 het-
ero-monomeric	interactions	(see	Figure	1i).	This	would	make	
SS-diOEt	monomers	that	exchange	out	of	the	SS-diOEt	assem-
blies	 into	the	solution	more	prone	to	re-assemble	with	other	
SS-diOEt	monomers	(or	to	reassemble	back	onto	SS-diOEt	as-
semblies)	rather	than	to	stack	onto	SS-dithiol	assemblies	(Fig-
ure	S14).	

We	envision	that	supramolecular	copolymerization	of	
the	monomers	under	 thermodynamic	 control22,	 analogous	 to	
the	classical	chain	copolymerization,	would	be	another	strat-
egy	to	achieve	block	microstructure.		Furthermore,	the	reactiv-
ity	ratio	(R)	of	1.17	that	can	be	calculated	from	the	interaction	
free-energies	of	Figure	1i	(R	=	(DGSS-dithiol-SS-dithiol+DGSS-diOEt-SS-
diOEt)/2×DGSS-dithiol-SS-diOEt)	 obtained	 from	 the	 CG	 simulations	
suggests	 the	 possibility	 of	 generating	 a	 blocky	 organization	
during	 a	 cooperative	 supramolecular	 copolymerization.	 We	
have	utilized	the	distinct	green	(λmax	=	505	nm)	and	red	(λmax	=	
575	nm)	emission	of	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	monomers,	re-
spectively,	which	could	also	be	selectively	excited,	to	spectro-
scopically	probe	the	supramolecular	copolymerization	process	
(Figure	S15).		

In	a	typical	supramolecular	copolymerization	process	
under	thermodynamic	conditions,	a	1:1		mixture	(c	=	2.5×10-5	
M)	of	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	in	25	%	TCE	in	MCH	(v/v)	sol-
vent	mixture	was	heated	to	363	K	and	cooled	under	thermody-
namic	control	at	a	rate	of	1	K/min	(Figure	2a).	Temperature-
dependent	emission	changes	of	a	1:1	mixture	of	SS-dithiol	and	
SS-diOEt	obtained	via	selective	excitation	(λex	=	430	nm	for	SS-
diOEt	and	530	nm	for	SS-dithiol)	and	monitoring	at	490	nm	
and	57o	nm	for	SS-dithiol	and	SS-diOEt,	respectively	indicated	
the	co-assembly	between	the	two	components	(Figure	2b	and	
2c).	 Temperature-dependent	 emission	 changes	 of	 SS-dithiol	
showed	a	two-step	non-linear	changes	(Figure	2c),	with	a	lin-
ear	region	with	no	change	in	degree	of	aggregation	followed	by	
a	nonlinear	 change	 in	degree	of	 aggregation	on	 reaching	 the	
critical	temperature	(marked	with	black	arrow	in	Figure	2b,	c).	

This	two-step	nonlinear	changes	could	be	fitted	to	a	coopera-
tive	nucleation-elongation	model.	Interestingly,	the	Te	of	325	K	
of	 the	1:1	monomeric	mixture	matches	well	with	 that	 of	SS-
dithiol	homopolymer	at	the	same	concentration	(Te	=	325	K,	c	
=	 2.5×10-5	 M)	 (Figure	 2c).	 	 More	 importantly,	 the	 selective	
probing	of	the	SS-diOEt	emission	during	co-assembly	(Figure	
2b),	 also	 followed	 a	 nucleation-elongation	 mechanism	 with	
identical	Te	(325	K)	as	that	of	SS-dithiol,	despite	the	fact	that	
SS-diOEt	homopolymer	at	same	concentration	get	trapped	into	
a	metastable	state	under	similar	conditions	(Figure	S11a).	This	
provides	a	clear	indication	of	heterogeneous	nucleation	and	su-
pramolecular	copolymerization	process	of	SS-dithiol	and	SS-
diOEt	monomers	 (Figure	2b).	 Supramolecular	 copolymeriza-
tion	 of	 SS-diOEt	 and	 SS-dithiol	 mixtures	 with	 constant	 SS-
diOEt	 (c	 =	 2.5×10-5	 M)	 and	 varying	 SS-dithiol	 (1.5×10-5	 to	
4×10-5	M)	concentrations,	showed	a	decrease	in	Te	of	the	su-
pramolecular	copolymer	with	a	decrease	in	SS-dithiol	concen-
tration	(Figure	2d,	S16a,	S16b	and	S17).	Further,	on	the	varia-
tion	of	monomer	ratio	(SS-dithiol:SS-diOEt	from	9:1	to	1:9)	by	
keeping	 the	 total	 concentration	 constant	 (3×10-5	M),	 (Figure	
2e,	S16c,	S16d	and	S17)	showed	a	linear	decrease	in	Te	propor-
tional	with	the	decrease	in	the	SS-dithiol	concentration.	These	
observations	clearly	indicate	the	heterogeneous	nucleation	of	
SS-diOEt	on	SS-dithiol	nuclei	rather	than	a	cooperative	alter-
nating	copolymerization	of	a	heterodimer.		

Visualization	of	the	co-assembled	solution	using	SIM	
microscopy	(upon	selective	excitation	and	probing	through	dif-
ferent	emission	channels)	revealed	blocky	supramolecular	pol-
ymers	with	alternating	green	and	red	segments	of	stacked	SS-
diOEt	 and	SS-dithiol	monomers,	 respectively	 (Figure	2f	 and	
S20).	Since	SS-dithiol	also	gets	excited	at	the	SS-diOEt	excita-
tion	(green	channel)	due	to	 its	broad	absorption	(Figure	S7),	
we	observe	a	continuous	green-emitting	chain	in	green	channel	
due	to	the	contribution	from	both	monomers.	However,	the	low	
photo	luminescence	emission	of	SS-dithiol	(upon	excitation	in	
green	channel)	expected	to	provide	a	low	green	intensity	in	SS-
dithiol	segment	as	compared	to	the	highly	intense	green	emis-
sion	 from	the	SS-diOEt	blocks.	This	 is	exactly	observed	from	
the	green	intensity	profile	over	a	micrometer	long	fiber,	which	
showed	a	variation	in	green	emission	depending	on	the	nature	
of	segments	(Figure	2f).	Additionally,	visualizing	 through	the	
red	 channel	 and	 corresponding	 intensity	 profiles	 selectively	
confirmed	 the	 presence	 of	 red	 SS-dithiol	 segment.	 Comple-
mentary	 nature	 of	 red	 and	 green	 intensity	 profiles	 from	 the	
merged	channel	unequivocally	proved	the	presence	of	an	alter-
nate	segmental	organization.	Blocky	organization	of	the	com-
ponents	in	the	supramolecular	copolymer	rather	than	an	alter-
nating	monomer	sequence	originates	 from	the	 lower	hetero-
free	 energy	 gain	 (∆GSS-diOEt-SS-dithiol)	 compared	 to	 the	 total	
homo-free	energy	gain	(∆GSS-diOEt-SS-diOEt,	∆GSS-dithiol-SS-dithiol),	as	
reported	by	Meijer	and	coworkers	(vide	supra).22	Melting	tem-
perature	(Tm)	obtained	from	the	heating	curve	of	the	supramo-
lecular	block	copolymer	(heating	rate	=	1	K/min)	shows	an	in-
crease	 in	stability	of	SS-diOEt	 segment	 from	322	K	 to	335	K	
(Figure	S21a)	and	a	decrease	in	stability	of	SS-dithiol	segment	
from	341	K	 to	 334	K	 (Figure	 S21b),	 compared	 to	 the	 corre-
sponding	pure	components	at	similar	concentrations.	
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Figure	3.	Distribution	Analyses	of	Tri-block	Microstructures:	(a)	Schematic	illustration	and	(b)	SIM	images	of	post-synthetically	
mixed	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	homopolymers	in	green,	red	and	merged	channels,	showing	narcissistically	self-sorted	stacks.	(c)	
Heating	curves	of	the	supramolecular	homopolymers	of	SS-diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	(c	=	2.5×10-5	M,	1K/min	heating	rate)	obtained	by	
probing	the	temperature-dependent	absorbance	changes	at	480	nm	for	SS-diOEt	and	550	nm	for	SS-dithiol;	which	shows	higher	
stability	for	SS-dithiol	in	comparison	to	SS-diOEt	stacks.	(d)	Schematic	illustration	of	the	annealing	induced	re-organization	of	self-
sorted	homopolymers	to	tri-BCPs	by	slow	cooling	form	343	K	and	323	K.	SIM	microscopy	images	of	BCPs	in	green,	red	and	merged	
channel	obtained	via	annealing	from	(e)	323	K	and	(f)	343	K	(heating	rate	=	cooling	rate	=	1	K/min).	(g)	Contour	length	distribution	
analyses	showing	the	average	lengths	of	the	BCPs	(above)	and	both	green	and	red	blocks,	upon	the	annealing	process	from	323	K	
and	343	K	to	298	K.	In	each	case,	100	individual	BCP	chains	were	counted	to	construct	the	distribution.	([SS-diOEt]	=	[SS-dithiol]	=	
2.5×10-5	M,	TCE/MCH,	25/75	(v/v),	l	=	10	mm,	(green	channel:	λex	=	488	nm,	λcoll	=	495–575	nm),	(red	channel:		λex	=	561	nm,	λcoll	=	
570–650	nm))	

Annealing	induced	modulation	of	block	length	distribution	

Mixing	of	the	supramolecular	homopolymers	of	SS-diOEt	and	
SS-dithiol	 (c	 =	 2.5×10-5	M,	 TCE/MCH,	 25/75	 (v/v))	 at	 room	
temperature	 results	 in	 narcissistically	 self-sorted	 green	 and	
red	chains	(Figure	3a)	as	evident	from	SIM	microscopic	images	

(Figure	 3b,	 S22	 and	 S23).	 The	 self-sorted	 supramolecular	
stacks	remain	intact	with	time	at	room	temperature,	as	evident	
from	the	spectroscopic	and	microscopic	studies	performed	af-
ter	two	days,	suggesting	that	these	systems	are	less	dynamic	at	
ro0m	 temperature	 (Figure	 S24).	 This	 observation	 is	 further	
consistent	with	 the	 CG	MetaD	 simulations,	which	 revealed	 a	
slow	monomer	exchange	dynamics,	especially	in	the	SS-diOEt	
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stacks	with	the	solvent,	compared	to	similar	stacks	reported	in	
the	literature,17a	which	in	this	case	can	be	also	computed	to	the	
monomer	 conformational	 transitions	 associated	with	 the	 ex-
change	 process	 (Figure	 1j).	 However,	 heating	 curves	 of	 SS-
diOEt	and	SS-dithiol	supramolecular	homopolymers	at	similar	
concentrations	 (c	=	2.5×10-5	M)	showed	differential	 stability,	
with	higher	melting	temperature	(Tm)	for	SS-dithiol	(Tm=	342	
K)	stacks	compared	to	the	assemblies	of	SS-diOEt	(Tm	=	328	K)	
(Figure	3c	and	S25).	The	lower	stability	of	SS-diOEt	supramo-
lecular	 homopolymers	 seen	 in	 the	 experiments	 can	 be	 at-
tributed	to	the	intrinsically	more	disordered	nature	(in	terms	
of	 the	 internal	 organization	 of	 the	monomers).	 In	 fact,	 a	 de-
tailed	analysis	of	the	internal	ordering	of	these	fibers	inferred	
from	the	MD	simulations	indicate	the	presence	of	defects	along	
the	stacks,32c,33	while	these	are	more	present	in	SS-diOEt	than	
in	SS-dithiol	(vide	supra).			

Further,	we	anticipated	that	the	difference	in	the	ex-
tent	of	melting	of	two	homopolymers	at	a	higher	temperature	
would	lead	to	differential	exchange	dynamics	for	the	two	seg-
ments,	and	hence	cooling	down	from	high	temperatures	would	
affect	the	length	distribution	of	the	blocky	segments	in	the	re-
sulting	 supramolecular	 copolymers.	 Interestingly	 on	 cooling	
the	 self-sorted	 solution	 of	 the	 homopolymers	 from	 (heating	
and	cooling	rate	=	1	K/min)	323	K	and	343	K	to	room	temper-
ature	 leads	 to	 the	 formation	 of	 isolated	 supramolecular	 BCP	
chains	 (Figure	S26	and	S27)	as	evident	 from	the	SIM	 images	
(Figure	3e	and	3f).	Large	number	of	isolated	chains	in	the	SIM	
image	allowed	us	to	perform	an	unprecedented	statistical	anal-
ysis	on	dynamic	supramolecular	BCPs	to	extract	the	degree	of	
polymerization,	block	lengths,	and	dispersity	similar	to	studies	
performed	 on	 polymeric	 blocky	 cylindrical	 micelles.8,9	 CLD	
analyses	 (Figure	 3g)	 showed	 that	 the	 supramolecular	 BCPs	
formed	 by	 the	 annealing	 showed	 excellent	 dispersity	 and	
length	control	as	evident	from	the	weight	average	length	(Lw),	
number	 average	 length	 (Ln),	 and	 the	 polydispersity	 index	
(PDI).	The	overall	length	of	the	supramolecular	BCP	chains	ob-
tained	by	annealing	from	323K	was	calculated	to	be	2090	nm	
(Ln)	and	2322	nm	(Lw)	with	a	PDI	of	1.11	(Table	S11).	On	the	
other	hand,	stacks	obtained	by	annealing	from	343	K	showed	
an	increase	in	the	degree	of	polymerization	as	evident	from	the	
increased	Ln	and	Lw	of	5075	nm	and	5393	nm,	respectively	with	
a	PDI	of	1.06	(Table	S11).	A	similar	trend	was	also	observed	in	
the	length	distribution	of	both	green	and	red	block	segments.		
Ln	and	Lw	values	for	green	blocks	(SS-diOEt)	in	the	supramo-
lecular	block	copolymer	annealed	from	323	K,	was	calculated	
to	be	800	nm	and	935	nm	(PDI~	1.16),	whereas	the	red	blocks	
(SS-dithiol)	exhibited	Ln	and	Lw	values	of	540	nm	and	581	nm	
(PDI~1.07),	respectively	(Figure	3g,	Table	S11	and	S12).	How-
ever,	 in	supramolecular	BCPs	 from	343	K,	 the	 length	of	both	
blocks	 was	 increased	 leading	 to	 an	 increase	 in	 the	 overall	
length	of	the	multi-component	stacks	(Green:	Ln	=		1915	nm,		Lw	
=	2115	nm,	PDI	=	1.10;	Red:	Ln	=	1195	nm,	Lw	=	1306	nm,	PDI	=	
1.09)	(Table	S11	and	S12).	

It	 is	worth	noting	that	both	the	number	and	weight	
average	 lengths	 of	 the	 green	 (SS-diOEt)	 blocks	 are	 always	
higher	than	that	of	the	red	blocks	(SS-dithiol)	in	the	supramo-
lecular	 block	 copolymers	 (Figure	 3g).	We	 envisage	 that	 this	
could	be	due	to	the	significantly	higher	 interactions	between	
the	monomers	of	SS-diOEt	compared	to	that	of	SS-dithiol	mon-
omers	(Figure	1i).	This	is	like	the	chain	copolymerization	pro-
cess	of	covalent	systems,	where	higher	reactivity	of	one	of	the	
monomers	 leads	 to	 the	 larger	block	 length	of	 that	monomer.	
The	length	distribution	analysis	could	not	be	measured	for	the	

extended	supramolecular	blocky	copolymers	obtained	via	the	
cooperative	growth	from	the	monomeric	state	at	363	K	(Figure	
2)	due	to	the	entangled	network	of	green	and	red	segments.		

Directional	energy	harvesting	in	axial	organic	heterostruc-
tures	

As	there	is	a	considerable	amount	of	overlap	between	the	emis-
sion	spectrum	of	SS-diOEt	(energy	donor)	and	the	absorption	
spectrum	of	SS-dithiol	(energy	acceptor)	monomers	organized	
in	the	supramolecular	block	copolymers,	we	anticipated	energy	
migration	along	the	π-stacked	chromophores	organized	along	
the	 fibers.24	 Indeed,	 the	solution	phase	emission	spectrum	of	
these	 supramolecular	 donor-acceptor	 BCPs,	when	 the	 donor	
monomers	are	excited	(at	430	nm),	showed	a	quenching	of	do-
nor	emission	(λmax	=	510	nm)	and	a	concomitant	two-fold	en-
hancement	of	the	acceptor	emission	(λmax	=	560	nm)	with	re-
spect	to	(direct)	excitation	of	the	acceptor	at	530	nm	(Figure	
S19).	 Such	amplification	 in	acceptor	emission	along	with	 the	
quenching	 of	 the	 donor	 emission	 indicates	 the	 possibility	 of	
mesoscale	 excitation-energy	migration24	 and	 energy	 transfer	
between	adjacent	donor-acceptor	block	segments.	

The	segmented	arrangement	of	donors	and	the	accep-
tor	domains	within	a	single	supramolecular	BCP	can	be	called	
as	 organic	 axial	 nano-heterostructures	with	 linear	 donor-ac-
ceptor	interface	or	junctions,	reminiscent	of	well-studied	class	
of	inorganic	axial	heterostructures.26	To	investigate	excitation	
energy	migration	between	adjacent	donor	and	acceptor	blocks,	
we	performed	spectrally-resolved	fluorescence	microscopy	of	
individual	block	copolymerized	(BCP)	heterostructures.		A	rep-
resentative	energy-mapped	pseudo-color	image	(Section	B.2.1.	
supporting	 information)	 shows	 two	spatially	 segregated	BCP	
fibrils,	BCP-1,	and	BCP-2	(Figure	4a	(ii	and	iii)),	which	clearly	
depict	the	alternating	segment	distribution	of	donor	and	accep-
tor	blocks	within	individual	fibrils.	It	is	important	to	mention	
that,	 when	 excited	 at	 405	 nm,	 the	 donor	 segments	 (green)	
within	 the	BCP	 fibrils	 have	 extremely	 feeble	 fluorescence,	 in	
stark	contrast	to	donor-only	(homopolymer)	fibrils	where	the	
emission	 is	 (typically)	 at	 least	 an	order	 of	magnitude	higher	
when	imaged	under	identical	conditions	(Figure	S29).	The	dra-
matic	quenching	of	donor	emission	provides	some	indirect	ev-
idence	of	excitation	energy	migration	from	the	donor	blocks	to	
adjacent	acceptor	blocks	within	the	BCP	fibrils.	To	thoroughly	
investigate	 energy	 transfer	 (or	 excitation	 energy	 migration)	
between	donor	and	acceptor	blocks,	we	performed	dual-exci-
tation	 sensitized	 emission	 imaging	 (Section	B2.1.	 supporting	
information)	 of	 individual	 BCP	 heterostructures.37	 This	 was	
achieved	by	detecting	the	acceptor	emission	(545-635	nm)	for	
a	single	fibril	(BCP-3)	via	sequential	excitation	of	the	acceptors	
(at	λ!"# = 532	𝑛𝑚)	and	the	donors	(at	λ!"$ = 405	𝑛𝑚).	
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Figure	4.	Light-Harvesting	Organic	Heterostructures:	Spec-
trally-resolved	fluorescence	images	of	individual	supramolec-
ular	block	copolymers	(BCPs).	(a)	Pseudocolor	energy	mapped	
fluorescence	 image	of	 spatially-isolated	 single	BCP	 fibrils	 (i).	
Blowup	of	two	representative	fibrils,	BCP-1	(ii)	and	BCP-2	(iii).	
(b)	 Expected	 emission	 intensity	 of	 acceptors	 in	 BCP-3	 fibril	
upon	excitation	at	405	nm,	if	there	is	no	sensitization	(i),	and	
the	observed	(enhanced)	emission	of	acceptors	from	in	BCP-3	
fibril.	 The	 corresponding	 normalized	 intensity	 line	 profiles	
along	BCP-3	(b(iii)),	for	A-channel	emission	via	405	nm	excita-
tion	of	donors	and	acceptors	(D,	A)	their	cumulative	intensity	
(D+A),	 and	 sensitized	 emission	 (enhancement)	 owing	 to	 en-
ergy	 transfer	 (DA).	 Image	 depicting	 acceptor	 intensity	 en-
hancement	(AE)	of	BCP-3	(c)	prior	to	(i)	and	post	(ii)	acceptor	
photobleaching,	along	with	the	corresponding	AE	line	profiles	
(iii).	

First,	we	obtained	a	 fluorescence	 intensity	 image	of	
BCP-3	via	excitation	of	acceptors	(at	𝛌𝑬𝒙𝑨 ),	which	was	then	fac-
torized	by	the	ratio	of	the	extinction	coefficients	(β	=	ε405/ε532)	
of	the	acceptor	when	excited	at	405	nm	(𝛌𝑬𝒙𝑫 )	and	at	532	nm	
(𝛌𝑬𝒙𝑨 )	 (verified	 by	 imaging	 acceptor-only	 homopolymers,	 see	
Figure	S30).	This	operation	over	the	image	yields	spatially-re-
solved	emission	intensities	of	acceptors	in	the	absence	of	any	
sensitization	(Figure	4b(i)),	had	they	been	excited	at	𝛌𝑬𝒙𝑫 .	In	ef-
fect,	Figure	4b(i)	portrays	the	maximum	emission	intensity	of	
acceptors	along	the	fibril	 if	 there	is	no	energy	transfer.	How-
ever,	upon	excitation	of	the	donors	in	the	BCP	fibrils,	we	find	
significantly	 enhanced	 (sensitized)	 emission	 from	 the	 accep-
tors	(Figure	4b(ii)).	Such	augmentation	of		emission	in	the	ac-
ceptor	segment,	as	portrayed	in	the	spatial	distribution	of	in-
tensities	of	BCP-3	(Figure	4b(iii)),	serves	as	an	unambiguous	
indicator	 of	 excitation	 energy	 transfer	 from	 flacking	 donor	
blocks	to	the	central	acceptor	block	in	single	BCP	fibrils.			

The	 sensitized	 fluorescence	 image	of	BCP-3	 (Figure	
4c(i))	depicts	the	acceptor	intensity	enhancement	(AE)	due	to	

energy	transfer	from	donors	(see	method	B.2.2.	supporting	in-
formation).	 Interestingly,	we	find	substantial	spatial	non-uni-
formity	in	the	AE	for	a	single	BCP	fibril;	for	instance,	the	central	
region	 of	 BCP-3	 has	 considerably	 lower	 sensitized	 emission	
owing	 to	 the	 absence	of	 the	donors	within	 the	 acceptor	 seg-
ment	as	compared	to	that	in	the	interface	regions	where	both	
donors	and	acceptors	are	present.	Nonetheless,	substantial	AE	
observed	over	the	entire	acceptor	block	(Figure	4c	(i,	iii))	indi-
cates	transfer	of	excitation	energy	from	flanking	donor	blocks	
located	over	more	than	several	hundred	nanometers	apart.	In	
addition,	 we	 checked	 with	 narcissistically	 self-sorted	 donor	
and	acceptor	supramolecular	stacks	and	observed	significant	
AE	only	at	regions	where	both	fibrils	are	in	contact	due	to	the	
close	proximity	of	donors	and	acceptors	(Figure	S31).	Further,	
to	verify	whether	the	observed	enhancement	of	acceptor	emis-
sion	 (Figure	4c(i))	 indeed	owes	 to	excitation	migration	 from	
the	 donor	 segments,37	we	 selectively	 photo-bleached	 the	 ac-
ceptors	of	BCP-3	using	intense	532	nm	laser	excitation	(Section	
B.2.1.	 supporting	 information).38	We	 find	 that	 upon	progres-
sive	irreversible	photo-bleaching	of	acceptors,	there	is	a	con-
current	enhancement	in	the	emission	of	donors	when	exited	at	
405	nm	(Figure	S32),	owing	to	the	unavailability	of	enough	ac-
ceptors	to	transfer	their	excitation	energy.	As	a	consequence,	
the	resulting	sensitized	emission	image	of	BCP-3	post	acceptor	
photobleaching	(Figure	4c(ii))	shows	nominal	AE.	It	is	relevant	
to	mention	 that	 spatially-resolved	 fluorescence	 spectroscopy	
measurements	(Section	B.2.3.	supporting	information)	on	sin-
gle	BCP	heterostructures	(Figure	S33)	further	validate	the	in-
ferences	of	the	above	dual-excitation	sensitized	emission	imag-
ing,	and	therefore	provides	direct	support	to	the	hypothesis	of	
energy	migration	between	adjacent	segments	within	individual	
block	copolymers.	

Conclusion	

In	conclusion,	we	have	explored	the	cooperative	supramolecu-
lar	block	copolymerization	of	optically	distinct	cNDI	monomers	
with	slightly	different	substituents	at	the	core	for	the	synthesis	
of	the	light-harvesting	organic	heterostructure.	The	character-
istic	and	distinct	optical	properties	of	cNDI	derivatives,	which	
are	sensitive	to	intermolecular	interactions	aided	the	spectro-
scopic	 probing	 of	 the	microstructure	 during	 thermodynami-
cally	driven	supramolecular	copolymerization.	Distinct	green	
and	 red	 fluorescence	of	 the	SS-diOEt	 and	SS-dithiol	 stacked	
monomers,	respectively	facilitated	the	structural	characteriza-
tion	 of	 multi-block	 microstructure	 of	 these	 supramolecular	
BCPs	via	the	visualization	through	SIM-based	super	resolution	
imaging.	 Furthermore,	 the	 effective	 fluorescence	 imaging	 al-
lowed	a	unique	size	distribution	analysis	of	individual	blocks	
which	showed	a	narrow	polydispersity	with	a	PDI	of	1.1.	The	
free-energy	data	for	the	SS-dithiol	and	SS-diOEt	 intermixing	
and	the	comprehension	of	the	exchange	mechanisms	in	these	
BCPs	obtained	from	the	CG	simulations	helped	us	in	rationaliz-
ing	the	experimental	results.	A	detailed	computational	study	of	
the	 exchange	 mechanism	 and	 of	 defects	 inside	 these	 fibers	
helped	us	to	rationalize	the	dynamic	behavior	of	these	assem-
blies	and	their	dynamic	tendency/limitation	to	co-assemble.	Fi-
nally,	 spectrally	 resolved	 FRET-based	microscopy	 studies	 on	
single	 BCP	 chains,	 showed	 directional	 light-harvesting	 along	
the	axial	hetero-junctions,	thus	demonstrating	its	remarkable	
potential	as	functional	organic	heterostructures.		

Supramolecular	 block	 copolymerization	 presented	
here	from	the	monomeric	state	of	components	follows	a	nucle-
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ation-elongation	mechanism	and	hence	is	reminiscent	of	clas-
sical	 chain-growth	 copolymerization	 of	 covalent	 polymers,	
where	blocky	organization	of	monomers	is	determined	by	the	
reactivity	ratio	of	monomers.	We	envisage	that	this	synthetic	
strategy	can	be	generalized	for	the	construction	of	a	variety	of	
axial	 organic	 heterostructures	with	 stable	 segmented	micro-
structure	 for	 diverse	 optoelectronic	 applications,	 charge	
transport	and	catalysis.		
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